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W e l c o m e !
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@ACDALISON  

Welcome  to  the  Animal  History  Group  Summer  Conference  2018 ,  which

concludes  our  2017-18  programme .  Whether  you ’ve  attended  one  of  our

events  before  or  are  a  newcomer ,  we  are  delighted  to  see  you .  We

particularly  welcome  our  keynote  speaker ,  Professor  Dolly  Jørgensen  from

the  University  of  Stavanger .  

Our  year  began  with  a  f ield  tr ip  to  NHM  Tring ,  where  we  were  privi leged

to  see  behind  the  scenes  of  the  remarkable  bird  collection .  Since  then ,

we ’ve  enjoyed  a  varied  programme  of  seminars  here  at  KCL ,  with  subjects

including  canine  elegies ,  imperial  specimen  collection ,  Bristol  Zoo  and

animals  at  sea .  We ’ve  connected  with  projects  at  other  institutions ,  too ,

such  as  the  ‘Ordinary  Animals ’  exhibition  at  UCL ’s  Grant  Museum  and  the

‘Pets  and  Family  Life ’  project  at  Royal  Holloway .  Although  our  physical

events  are  based  around  London ,  we  also  aim  to  faci l itate  wider  l inks

between  those  involved  with  animal  history ,  through  our  research

directory  and  mailing  l ist .  Just  ask  one  of  us  i f  you ’d  l ike  more  information

or  i f  you  have  any  questions  about  today ’s  event .  

As  always ,  we  are  very  grateful  to  Professor  Abigail  Woods  for  her  ongoing

encouragement  and  support .  We ’d  also  l ike  to  thank  you  all  for  coming .

We  hope  everyone  enjoys  the  conference ;  we ’re  sure  that  Dolly  and  our

other  speakers  will  provide  us  with  two  great  days  of  engagement  with

the  r ich  and  growing  worlds  of  animal  history !
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P r o g r a m m e  o f  E v e n t s  #AH G18

FRIDAY 29 JUNE 

10 :00 – COFFEE 

10 :30 – PANEL 4 – HEALTH AND KNOWLEDGE 

12 :00 – LUNCH 

13 :00 – PANEL 5 – NETWORKS AND SPACES 

14 :30 – BREAK 

15 :00 – PANEL 6 – ENCOUNTERS AND RECORDS

THURSDAY  28  JUNE  

1 1 :00  –  ARRIVAL  AND  COFFEE  

1 1 :30  –  PANEL  1  –  COMPANIONS  AND  EMOTIONS  

1 3 :00  –  LUNCH  

14 :00  –  PANEL  2  –  OBJECTS  AND  REPRESENTAT IONS  

15 :30  –  BREAK  

16 :00  –  PANEL  3  –  BREEDING  AND  EXCHANGE  

1 7 :00  –  DRINKS  

1 7 :30  –  KEYNOTE  LECTURE  

ENTANGLED  ECOLOGIES  AND  HIDDEN  HISTORIES :  THE  CASE

OF  THE  HUMBLE  BEAVER  BEETLE .   

PROFESSOR  DOLLY  JØRGENSEN ,  UNIVERSITY  OF  STAVANGER .  

19 :00  –  CONFERENCE  DINNER  AT  THE  CRUST ING  PIPE ,

COVENT  GARDEN .  
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P a n e l  o n e :  

C o m p a n i o n s  a n d  E m o t i o n s

This paper will explore the place of the caged song-bird in working and middle-

class British society. It will move beyond the mid-Victorian literary representations
of women’s psychological relations with the bird in the corner of the parlour.
Rather it will seek to illuminate the role of the captured song-bird in human lives
by concentrating on the feelings of working men for their goldfinches, chaffinches
and linnets. What was the nature of this relationship that encompassed the
practices of catching, training, nurturing and competition of wild birds? The
environment of the pub in particular will be examined here as a focus for singing
matches, in which communities of local men gathered in earnest to showcase the
vocal abilities of their birds. It will be argued that there was both love and money
at stake in these encounters, which remained popular well into the 1930s, receiving
sympathy from some naturalists who seemed to understand the joy that these
little birds brought to urban lives. Underpinning the place of these creatures in the
domestic life of men was the sentiment expressed in the ‘Book of Home Pets’
(1861) – that the best away to cheer up a morose or sulky boy was to 'buy him a
chaffinch'.

This paper will discuss the references to, and memories of, animals in twenty
English working-class unpublished autobiographies between the years 1900 and
1945. This sample, taken from the John Burnett working-class autobiography
archive, offers an insight into the various roles animals played in the everyday lives
of English working-class families in the first half of the twentieth century. The paper
will begin by discussing the individuals who recall the necessity of animals during
their life as a homegrown food source, in addition to those who highlight the
necessity of certain animals to their families’ survival in terms of employment. It will
then discuss the memories of animals as household pets which suggest that pets
indicated a certain level of consumption within the family that may not have
frequently occurred for the working-class. It will then conclude with a discussion on
the linguistic references to animals made within the text, such as ‘gone to the
dogs’. These references suggest that animals play an important role in these
individuals’ descriptions of events. The almost universal basic knowledge of animal
types and an awareness of the inherent meaning of these descriptions in the
English language provided the individuals with easily drawn upon commonly used
phrases that are instantly relatable to the reader. 

‘Kiss-me-dears’ and ‘chuckwados’: caged song-birds in the city 

Michael Guida, University of Sussex

‘She shook off words of censure as cheerfully as a dog shakes water off its

coat.’ The everyday roles of animals in twenty English working-class

autobiographical life histories between 1900 and 1945 

Rebecca Ball, University of Wolverhampton 

@RebeccaBall1818
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The Second World War in Britain has been often described, particularly in the work

of Angus Calder as, The People’s War. Yet, even in his important work he noted that

there was a ‘holocaust [sic] of pets’ at the start of the war in 1939. In September

1939 there were around four hundred thousand cats and dogs massacred by their

owners. In London alone this figure represented 26% of cats and dogs. 

In this paper I want to explore examples of the different experiences of animals at

the start of the war. I will discuss the initial treatment of companion animals,

including two dogs, a cat and a rabbit and see how they were dealt with negatively

or positively in various ways. Children too experienced how, in various ways, their

pets were being treated depending on their geographical locations and their

parents’ outlook. 

Finally I will briefly discuss the nature of archival and oral accounts relating to

animals during the Second World War. I will argue that accounts of the destruction

– as well as the companionship – of many animals were gathered at that time. It is

also the case that subsequent family stories have considered both the negative as

well as the positive treatment of animals. However, to date, the treatment of

animals have not usually been recognized as important aspects of the Second

World War. 

N.B. I am deliberately not intending to show images of dead (or alive) animals at

that time.

The deaths – and the lives – of domestic animals in Britain during the

Second World War 

Hilda Kean, University College London 

@hildakean
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P a n e l  Two :  

O b j e c t s  a n d  R e p r e s e n t a t i o n s

Victorian exhibitions promoted experimentation in taxidermy. An ideal of
specimens that were ‘true to life’ blossomed at the Great Exhibition (1851), as
taxidermists competed to display the freshest techniques, and the most ‘natural’
seeming animal forms. However, this paper will argue that this technical
advancement was undercut by elements of hybridity and of half-formed
specimens. For example, at the Colonial and Indian Exhibition (1886), eminent
taxidermist Rowland Ward placed artificial skins on specimens and mounted ‘real
heads’ on painted imitation bodies. Whilst all taxidermy straddles this gulf
between real and imitation and, to some extent, can only ever be part-animal, this
was especially evident within the ephemeral Victorian exhibition.   

Like the taxidermy they housed, exhibition spaces were impermanent and
somewhat incomplete. The second part of this paper will argue that the exhibition
exacerbated this production of half-formed bodies through its hurried and
transient nature. It will track the stories of two elephants showcased at the Great
Exhibition and the Colonial and Indian Exhibition. These elephant bodies were
tweaked and transformed to fit exhibition space. Narratives were manufactured,

and specimens were physically manipulated into shape. In analysing the
relationship between taxidermy and the exhibition, this paper will look beyond the
museum focus of much current scholarship. It will also demonstrate how the
taxidermy animal was a product of flux, rather than an entirely static object. This
paper will engage with rich archival materials including exhibition catalogues,
taxidermy handbooks and press reports, to explore how the Victorian exhibition
shaped the animal body. 

Study of imperialism in turn-of-the-twentieth-century advertising tends to focus on
representations of the colonial human body. This paper will focus on advertisers’
use of the non-human animal body, thinking about the double-consumption of the
animal including ways in which animals were variously rendered complicit in their
own consumption. There's no doubting some companies sought to make their
products more appealing to consumers by tapping into patriotic sentiments and
recycling visual demarcations of race evident elsewhere in popular culture.  

‘Several real heads I mounted on imitation bodies, and no one found it out’:

Hybrid taxidermy and the shifting space of the Victorian exhibition 

Alice Would, University of Bristol and University of Exeter 

@WouldAlice

Bovril goes to war: the double consumption of the animal body in late

19th/early 20th century advertising 

Peter Yeandle, Loughborough University 

@peteryeandle
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But other discourses of imperialism were paramount, especially social imperialist

discourses of health and nutrition central to social darwinist notions of racial

strength. It is this context that one can draw distinction between the visual

depiction of the exotic animal body (elephants, tigers, etc) and domestic livestock

(most noticeably, Bovril’s cow). In doing so, Bovril appropriated and

anthropomorphised images of the cow. In the context of national anxiety about

the poor health of volunteer soldiers in 1899/1900, Bovril and other companies

began to fuse health and patriotism as ideal attributes of male citizens. This was

also a time, however, in which studies of poverty found environmental factors in

the large industrial smoke cities to be a cause of high child mortality rates. In this

context, advertising especially targeted female consumers - as purchaser, but also

as mother. This paper sketches out ideas about how Bovril’s image of the cow was

multiply consumed: as icon of nutrition, strength and vitality; as core ingredient of

the national character; and as creature presented as willingly in service to human

wellbeing. 

Hippos of the Thames:  Exotic Animals, Palaeontology & The Urban

Environment, 1850-1950 

Chris Manias, King's College London 

@Chris_Manias

The substantial interest in ‘exotic animals’ (often charismatic large mammals like

elephants, hippos and big cats) in modern Britain is one of the most well-trod areas

in the animal history literature.  However, what is less considered is the way in

which the excitement for dramatic modern creatures interacted with related

palaeontological finds which were being conducted within Britain itself.  As mines

were dug across the country and huge projects of urban renovation were

undertaken, the remains of prehistoric elephants, lions, hippos and hyenas were

uncovered and discussed, often to great sensation.  But what significance did these

lost animals have for contemporary scientific and public debate, and how did

considering them shift wider ideas of animals in the modern world?   This paper

will examine how the Pleistocene fauna of Britain was excavated and interpreted,

and how discussing these extinct beasts intermixed reflections on the dramatic

environmental changes which had occurred in the recent geological past, with

notions of extinction, migration, decline, and the relationship of humans and

animals across long chronologies. 
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P a n e l  T h r e e :  

B r e e d i n g  a n d  Exc h a n g e

In late eighteenth-century Britain, the theory and practice of selective breeding
was greatly popularised in livestock husbandry. Agricultural writers enthusiastically
honoured the methods associated with Robert Bakewell (1725-1795) and
propagated the idea that individual animals and whole breeds could be effectively
‘improved’ through a careful selection of mating partners. This paper examines
how the new emphasis on breeding among agriculturalists in the second half of
the eighteenth century affected the conception of livestock animals and the
human-animal relationship. Through an examination of the agricultural
improvement literature characteristic of the period, I argue that the livestock
animal seems to have been conceptually turned into an individual body as well as
a collective mass whose proportions can be modified to maximise the parts that
humans consider useful. The popularisation of breeding entailed a process of
individualisation of livestock animals by which they were increasingly made
discernible and were identified with their specific individual characteristics. Guided
by the ‘spirit of improvement’, breeders turned livestock husbandry into an
enlightened biopolitical pursuit in which bodies could and should be designed
and reshaped. The new practices of breeding became associated with the noble
mission of contributing to the public good by improving agricultural output, and
livestock started to attract a great interest from the British gentry who turned
breeding into an arena of competition. Transforming animal bodies through
rational intervention in the reproduction process thus became both a prestigious
sport and a moral virtue.

From the late seventeenth century through to the end of the eighteenth century,

countless New England vessel braved the eighteenth-century Atlantic in a quest for
profit by delivering horses to the sugar colonies. This paper will explore how and
why Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut emerged as breeding grounds
for horses, and how they came to dominate the equine trade to the sugar colonies.
At every turn, the story of New England horses was entwined with sugar, slaves, and
the slave trade.  The horses were raised by slaves on plantations along Narragansett
Bay, and then traded directly for sugar, molasses, and chattel slaves.  

Selective breeding and the conceptualisation of livestock animals in late

eighteenth-century Britain 

Jens Amborg, University of Cambridge 

@AmborgJens

Horses, Slaves, and Sugar: New England and the Eighteenth-Century

Atlantic World 

Charlotte Carrington-Farmer, Roger Williams University 

@RWUHistory
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If they survived the perilous ocean crossing to the Caribbean or South America, the

horses then toiled alongside slaves crushing sugar on the plantations. In some

instances, slaves only got meat in their diet when a horse died.  

Writing in 1732, the anonymous pamphlet The British empire in America lamented

that the British Sugar Colonies “will soon be reduc’d to a Condition too wretched to

be name, and an End be put to the British Empire in America.” The pamphleteer

was not alone, and others ranging from Members of Parliament to merchants,

described how New Englanders undermined the British sugar colonies of Barbados

and Jamaica. New England’s role in this controversy was clear; they readily

provided the French and Dutch colonies with the one plantation necessity that

they could not easily obtain elsewhere: horses. New England merchants were not

concerned with upholding the empire, and they simply wanted to make money.

Merchant account books and ship log books offer an insight into where the horses

were sent, and with what frequency. The paper will argue that New England’s

horse trading was directly tied to the wider currents of the Atlantic, notably the

market for sugar and slaves. 
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In this talk, I will propose that animal histories need to be told that are sensitive to

multi-species entanglements across scales. We need to consider how ecological

relationships affect our constructed environmental knowledge. Using the 19th and

20th century history of the beaver beetle, a small and unremarkable parasite that

lives on beavers, I will show that what we know about an animal (and by extension

what we don’t know) is entangled with what we know about other animals and

how humans have interacted with those other animals in the past. The European

beaver had been brought to the threshold of extinction by hunting pressure by

1900 — probably less than 2000 individuals were remaining at the time. Because

the beaver was rare when entomology as a science was taking off, the beaver’s

cohabiting fauna was not well known. It was therefore not until 1869 that an insect

which came to be known as the “beaver beetle” was described. The debates about

this insect, where it fit into taxonomic schemes and whether or not it was a

species-specific parasite were all ultimately bound up with the history of its

mammalian host. Ecologies can obscure history and history can obscure ecologies.

K eyN o t e  Ad d r e s s

Entangled Ecologies and Hidden Histories: The Case of the Humble Beaver

Beetle 

Dolly Jørgensen, Professor of History at the University of Stavanger, Norway 

@DollyJorgensen
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P a n e l  F o u r :  

H e a l t h  a n d  K n owl e d g e

At the beginning of the twentieth century, sleeping sickness epidemics ravaged

large parts of Sub-Saharan Africa. Following the discovery that vector-borne disease

and tropical environments were highly interrelated phenomena, colonial scientists

and doctors developed disease control schemes that targeted not only pathogens

and parasites but also their vectors, their habitats and their animal

reservoirs. Dealing specifically with reservoir host/wild-animal eradication schemes,

this paper reflects on the complex relationship between colonial disease control,

animal agency, wildlife conservation lobbyists, and indigenous agendas.

The Scientists’ Game. Sleeping Sickness and the Politics of Wildlife in

German and British East Africa 

Sarah Ehlers, Technical University of Munich

A View from the Farm: Antimicrobial Resistance Before Antibiotics c.1940-

1960 

Alex Bowmer, King's College London 

@Alex_Bowmer

Using the example of dairy farmers’ approach to the disease ‘husk’, also known as

parasitic bronchitis, this paper examines how they balanced responses using their

own knowledge of this disease and available resources – environmental changes,

herbal remedies and pharmaceutical medicines. With a specific focus on the

anthelmintic Phenothiazine and its derivatives, it challenges the dominance of anti-

microbial resistance (AMR) research, which has almost entirely focused on

antibiotics, by suggesting that the concept of ‘magic bullets’ was adopted ten years

before antibiotics were administered on British farms. By examining the prophylactic

and therapeutic use of broad spectrum anthelmintics on British farms throughout

the 1940s-60s, I demonstrate the significance of understanding how farmers

understood and administered drugs, irrespective of guidance from healthcare

professionals. Through close attention to farmers’ personal knowledge and their

independent administration of other anti-microbial drugs, it also showcases the

need to consider both veterinary and local accounts of drug use, to construct a more

accurate history of AMR. This paper thus addresses a significant gap in the

historiography of pharmaceutical medicine, by making a case for a greater emphasis

to be paid to both veterinary pharmaceuticals and AMR beyond antibiotics.

All too frequently veterinary science and local knowledge of animal health are

represented as two different, perhaps competing knowledge systems. This divide

could be argued to have evolved out of the epistemological foundation of the two

systems of knowledge, hence why many scholars have treated each as separate

entities. However, this paper will attempt to bridge this gap in knowledge by

suggesting that we cannot understand one without the other.
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Firstly, it tracks the scientifically managed destruction of wild game and other large

animals as part of sleeping sickness prevention measures. Building on the broader

colonial history of wildlife ecology and diseases, I frame colonial disease control as

both colonization of nature and colonization through nature. Emphasis is placed on

the remote areas of the colony where scientists experimented how the destruction of

elephants, crocodiles and large game factored in tsetse distribution and disease

virulence. Secondly, this paper deals with the controversy surrounding wildlife

destruction. Unlike most other areas of colonial sleeping sickness control, these

schemes were highly popular in the local population as they came with extensive

hunting privileges and often secured human settlements. However, the emergency of

an influential wildlife lobby in the imperial metropoles led to harsh criticisms against

the medically motivated extermination of wild animals. The following controversy led

to unusual alliances between colonial scientists and the colonized population against

the metropolitan colonial lobby. In this regard, colonial health campaigns offer an

exemplary domain of environmental interventionism for exploring the connections

between human-animal relationships and the history of colonialism.

Veterinary knowledge grappling with the industrialization of livestock

farming. Rise and fall of a preventive veterinary medicine in the 1970’s

France 

Nicolas Fortané, Paris Dauphine University 

@nfortane

The Porcine Pathology Station is created in 1975 with the objective of providing support
to the pig industry which is facing an increase of new diseases outbreaks, in
connection with the transformation of farming conditions. Ecopathologists develop
statistical techniques that promote a collective, non-curative approach to animal
health, which are the first steps towards the epidemiology of animal diseases. This
knowledge will eventually fail to constitute an original form of veterinary medicine, but
it will be taken up by professional and economic agricultural organizations, and will
contribute to a transformation of the human-animal relationship in industrial livestock
farming where the herd, rather than the individual animal, becomes the referent by
which health issues are thought. This work is based on the study of the scientific
productions and expert reports of the ecopathologists of Ploufragan, as well as on
twelve interviews.  

In the 1970s, a form of preventive veterinary medicine called "ecopathology" emerged in

France. Depending on local contexts and on the social trajectories of its entrepreneurs,

several versions, some of them contradictory, of this preventive approach to animal

diseases have been developed. In central and eastern France, where small cattle farms

still dominate and social movements defending an alternative agricultural production

model are taking root, ecopathologists are promoting an associative veterinary

medicine, which is conceived as an opposition to the dominant model of veterinary

medicine as an independent profession. In the west, where pig farming is in the process

of intensification, ecopathology becomes a knowledge in adequacy with the

industrialization of agriculture. This presentation intends to discuss this second story. 
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P a n e l  F i v e :  

N e two r k s  a n d  S p a c e s

Circulation of whales from the Antarctic waters to the Southern American Pacific
stimulated the navigation of hundreds of whaler vessels mainly from the United
States and the United Kingdom in their search for hunting these big mammals
during the late 18th century and early 19th century. This paper will suggest that the
circulation of these animals followed by their hunters changed the way in which
the Chilean Sea was lived and imagined. The paper will be focused on two main
ideas. First, by following the circulation patterns of the sperm whales, American
and European whalers transformed this oceanic space from an unknown frontier
to a known seascape, generating new images of the sea as a space of resources to
profit from, and a new corpus of knowledge of this environment (currents, ports,
islands and fauna). Second, the active presence of these whalers stimulated a
creole knowledge of this seascape, which expressed itself in different ways: i) new
projects of local whale hunting; ii) the exploitation of other maritime resources; iii)
the development of local scientific accounts that questioned the knowledge of
European savants about the Southern American sperm whales.  

The paper will build upon key concepts such as the commoditisation of nature
and the creation of a creole-knowledge of the local Chilean environment,
highlighting the way in which whales and their movements were crucial for
opening up the Chilean sea to new routes of navigation and human circulation
hitherto unknown to western societies. 

The lash and shackles, technologies respectively devised to tame beasts and
restrain criminals, are two symbols of material degradation fixed in historical
memory on slavery in the Caribbean. Yet as recounted by states, abolitionists, and
most importantly slaves themselves, perhaps the most terrifying and effective tool
for discipline under the plantocracy was the dog. These carefully bred and trained
biological systems aimed to scent, hear, sight, outrun, outlast, signal, attack, and
sometimes terminate fugitive blacks across the Caribbean. A network of knowledge
facilitated the use of slave hounds in Spanish, French, and British slave societies to
bolster human commodification, actualize legal categories of subjugation, and
build efficient state and economic regimes. However, scholarship on this essential,
long-used material force is rather sparse and disarticulated, and we know
little about how human hound hunting galvanized major abolitionist
counterarguments about slavery’s depravity.  

Chasing their tails: whales, whalers and the commoditisation of the

Chilean Sea. c.1780-c-1820 

Natalia Gándara-Chacana, University College London 

@NataliaGandara

Slave Dogs, White Power, and Atlantic Abolitionism 

Charlton W. Yingling, University of Louisville
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Based on sources from across the Caribbean and Europe, this paper will argue that

a pivotal, pervasive facet of Caribbean slave management and abolitionism was

drawn from the biopower of bloodhounds. With case studies from Barbados, Cuba,

Hispaniola, Jamaica, Martinique, and elsewhere it will show how dogs cauterized

racial divides across the Caribbean and dehumanized blacks, yet it inspired anti-

slavery activism and wide-ranging debates of national ethics. Centering the animal

illuminates less visible connections of regional white power. Fear of slave revolts,

coupled with transnational hound supplies and knowledge emanating from the

Caribbean, later even initiated a new era of slave management in the U.S. South.  

Note: This paper is drawn from an article and a book manuscript co-authored with

Dr. Tyler D. Parry [Associate Professor, California State University Fullerton] who will

not be in attendance. 

What powered the consumer culture in UK cities and towns in the second-half of

the nineteenth century?  What technology enabled commuting, and provided

affordable intra-town travel for the middle and lower-classes? It was a new societal

activity of mass transport - horse-drawn vehicles transporting goods and people in

urban areas, for commerce and leisure.  

British horse numbers peaked in 1901 with over a third of this population estimated

to be urban, and most of this involved with transport.  Common knowledge of this

extensive activity from only 100 years ago has almost disappeared. Recent works by

equine historians (eg Raulff (2015), Forrest (2016), Veltan (2013)) have rectified this to

some extent however, unlike the motor-car, as yet there has been no in-depth

consideration of the impact of horse use on the fabric of British towns and cities. 

This presentation addresses this gap by examining the operating requirements

(“needs”) of this  activity that enabled Victorian town and cities to function, and

then describes some consequences for the infrastructure in urban areas.   

This overview leads to a summary of a case-study that sought to account for all the

horse-transport buildings which existed in a typical English urban area over 100

years, using the Lloyd George 'Domesday' Survey and other data-sets, in order to

answer the question – where have all the urban horse buildings gone? This leads to

the possibly surprising outcome of the amount and types of traces that can remain,

the remnants of the horse-power boom years.

The “oat-powered machine” and its urban infrastructure 1820-1920 

Megan Doole, Independent Researcher 

@mhgd50
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P a n e l  S ix:  

E n c o u n t e r s  a n d  R e c o r d s

In conservation biology, most historical work follows the methods of historical
ecology, with consequences for how we represent the role of individual humans
and animals in narratives of ‘human wildlife conflict’. There is a tension between
‘algorithms and anecdotes’, that is, while the limits of quantitative methods for
studying the social dimensions of conflicts and particular human-animal
interactions are acknowledged, there is (often undisclosed) scepticism over the
credibility of qualitative approaches for studying these dimensions and
relationships. In this talk I reflect on the challenges encountered in drawing on
both quantitative and qualitative methods for writing histories of conflicts over
wildlife, using my research on crocodile attacks in Africa as a case study. 

The ZSL archive holds a wealth of historical animal information. Some of our most
interesting – but underused – items are a series called ‘Registers of Death in the
Menagerie’ or more colloquially the ‘Death Books’. These run from roughly 1870, and
are a fascinating record noting dates of birth and death, cause of death and how
the bodies were disposed of. This paper will use examples of a few species and
trace them through the other archival materials available at ZSL, such as our animal
cards, and the research note book of A H Garrod, who was the Prosector/Anatomist
at London Zoo between 1871 and 1879. I will discuss illness and treatment, causes of
death, patterns between species, and the myriad places the bodies and parts
ended up; with the hope of uncovering a rich tapestry of networks of exchange. I
will conclude by describing the modern methods of recording animal death at ZSL,

and comparing these to the historical.  

Nothing but the tooth: conflicting histories of conflicts over wildlife 

Simon Pooley, Birkbeck, University of London 

@s_pooley

Hatched, matched and dispatched: animal death records in the Zoological

Society of London Archive 

Sarah Broadhurst, Zoological Society of London 

@ZSLLibrary
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Using the imperial port of Liverpool as its locus, this paper examines

interconnections between the exotic animal trade, the entertainment industry and

scientific discourse in the second half of the nineteenth century. The paper

demonstrates that global trade brought a steady flow of exotic species to Victorian

Liverpool, analysing various uses that specimens of two of these – gorillas and

chimpanzees – were put to once in the city. Specifically, the paper looks at

instances where gorillas and chimpanzees were exhibited in popular

entertainments (circuses, menageries) and when they were used as objects of

scientific inquiry and public education. A key emphasis is on Liverpool Museum,

where primate specimens were integral to the organisation of its natural history

and ethnological collections along evolutionary principles in the 1890s–1900s. 

The paper’s key contention is that, whether displayed for study or amusement,

there were similarities in how gorillas and chimpanzees tended to be exhibited to

the public. Claims that gorilla specimens heralded the discovery of the evolutionary

‘missing link’ recurred in Victorian-era show-business humbug and scholarly

discourse alike – just as individuals responsible for putting gorillas and

chimpanzees on show in outwardly differing contexts shared personal and

intellectual ties and a mutual classificatory language. As evidence of this, the paper

profiles William Cross, the proprietor of a Liverpool-based menagerie and animal

trading business which interacted with museum curators, academics and

researchers in Liverpool and further afield. In the process, the paper uncovers

Liverpool’s role in the ‘gorilla mania’ of the mid-to-late nineteenth century. 

Missing Links and Nondescripts: Exhibiting Gorillas and Chimpanzees in

Victorian Liverpool 

Alexander Scott , University of Wales Trinity St David 

@dralexscott
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S t ay  i n  T o u c h . . .

Well sadly that's it for another year, but don't forget there

are a number of ways you can keep up-to-date with what

we are doing and also to get involved: 

1) Follow us on Twitter @AnimalHistories 

2) Join our mailing list! Drop us an email with your request

and we'll get you put on the list 

3) Become a part of our Research Directory - see the

website for more details 

https://animalhistorygroup.wordpress.com/ 

4) And do come along to our 2018/19 Seminar Series if you

can!
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